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Abstract

Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are wireless networks characterised by intermittent connections between nodes,
usually caused by high mobility of the nodes. Under these circumstances, there is no guarantee that there will be an
end-to-end path between nodes in the network. As such, the routing protocols must take this into consideration and they
have to be very different from those used in ad hoc networks, due to the delay between connection times. They do this
by using the store-carry-forward method in which nodes store the message to be delivered and carry it with them until
they encounter another node, at which point the node must decide if they should forward the message or hold onto it.

Considering that nodes can be modeled as devices carried by real people, social relations between them can be
inferred and ultimately used to predict which nodes are considered more popular (and thus encounter more nodes) or
which nodes are friends with each other (which could indicate they meet often). Along with the social analysis, nodes
also move freely and the knowledge of each other’s location can also be used when making routing decisions.

These two different aspects have been studied before independently. In this sense, this thesis focuses on combining
them both by developing a socially and geographically aware DTN routing protocol called SocialGeoProtocol. However,
simulation results show that the chosen approach did not improve the algorithm’s performance.
Keywords: Wireless Communications, Delay-Tolerant Networks, Social Routing, Geographical Routing

Introduction

These days, being able to communicate using an instant
messaging application is taken for granted. This is com-
monly achieved by using traditional data communication
technologies, such as the Standard Internet Protocol Suite
commonly known as TCP/IP, which rely on persistent and
bidirectional end-to-end paths, short round-trip times, low
error rates and symmetric data rates. However, there are
some scenarios where end-to-end connectivity may not
be guaranteed. Some examples of networks outside of the
Internet include civilian networks that connect mobile wire-
less devices, such as sensors for remote environmental and
animal-movement tracking, military networks connecting
troops, aircraft, satellites and sensors on land and in water,
outer-space networks, such as the InterPlanetary Network
Internet project [1]. These networks can be characterized
by long and variable delays, but also by intermittent con-
nectivity, asymmetric data rates or high error rates and
these conditions make it so that the algorithms and pro-
tocols used for terrestrial communications could not be
the same as the ones used for space communications. This
issue was evident in IPN and a new network paradigm
started to emerge. It was called Delay Tolerant Networking
and, in this type of network, a message could arrive at
its final destination hours after being created and relying
dynamically on intermediate nodes as a result of signifi-
cant changes that affected the network topology. This was
a perfect fit for the IPN environment, where there was a
need to establish contact across vast distances that resulted
in long delays involving multiple hops and one could take
advantage of the predicted trajectory of the nodes to sched-
ule contacts [2]. These routing strategies revolved around
disseminating messages to intermediate nodes that could
retain them, transport them and deliver them to either the
final destination or to other intermediate nodes. This relay
mechanism is called Store-Carry-Forward (SCF) [3].
However, even though their initial purpose was to be

used for interplanetary communications, the concepts be-
hind DTNs were extended to a wide variety of applications
on Earth that require delay tolerant support. Some exam-
ples of such applications are cargo and vehicle tracking,
agricultural crop monitoring, in-store and in-warehouse
asset tracking, mobile ad-hoc networks for wireless commu-
nication and monitoring, security and disaster communica-
tion and search and rescue communication [1]. What all
these scenarios have in common is the lack of end-to-end
connectivity at all times, thus making DTNs a good solution
to maintain communications. Another area that can make
DTNs shine is the fact that the number of devices capable of
being connected to a network has been increasing rapidly
with the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT). Accord-
ing to [4], in 2018 there were 7 billion active IoT devices
worldwide, in 2019 there were 26.66 billion and during
2020 31 billion new devices are estimated to be installed.
As researchers investigated in the field of Delay Tolerant
Networking, several routing algorithms were proposed, fo-
cusing on taking advantage of a network’s characteristics
to achieve better performance and more reliable communi-
cations. This master’s thesis focuses on two distinct aspects
developed by other researchers. On the one hand, it takes
into account the geographical positions of the nodes in a
network, as well as their movement. On the other, it also
analyzes the relationships between nodes when deciding
if a message should be transmitted. Therefore, the scope
of this master’s thesis is to combine these two fields and
provide a routing protocol that uses both geographical and
social information to test if those two metrics combined
can improve the performance of a DTN network.

State of the Art
Overview

Delay-Tolerant Networks were introduced in 2003, in
what would become RFC 4838 [3], for fighting the enor-
mous delays involved in deep space communications (in
the order of minutes, hours, or even days). The concept
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was then extended to terrestrial wireless networks which
also suffer disruptions and delay, and the DTN architectural
emphasis grew from scheduled connectivity in the case of
space communications to include other types of networks
and patterns of connectivity (e.g., opportunistic mobile
ad-hoc networks with nodes that remain off for significant
periods of time) [3].
Moreover, the architecture proposed by the Delay-

Tolerant Networking Research Group (DTNRG) [5] was
conceived not only to accommodate communications in en-
vironments where continuous end-to-end connectivity can-
not be assured, but also to enable interoperability between
dissimilar networks. To achieve this, the DTN architectural
model is based in a transmission protocol called the Bundle
Protocol, which implements store-carry-and-forward mes-
sage switching in an overlay network environment making
communications across application programs not rely on
their specific protocols, allowing the interconnection of
heterogeneous parts of the network [1].
This protocol defines a bundle layer transverse to all

DTN nodes which is responsible for the encapsulation of
messages of arbitrary length generated by DTN-enabled
applications. At this point, the transformed data is called
”bundle” as it bundles together contiguous blocks of unal-
tered data tied with additional information required for a
transaction [6]. Figure 1 depicts the stack architecture of
this protocol. Bundles also contain a field called Time to
Live (TTL), which is used to determine for how long the
message is relevant. After this time passes, messages are
discarded, meaning that too long of a delay will result in
the message never reaching its destination.

Figure 1: Architecture of a DTN Network (adapted from [1])

Routing in DTNs

In conventional data networks, the assumption that there
is a persistent path between the sender node and the re-
ceiver for the duration of a communication session is used.
The sender acquires information about the network topol-
ogy, defining a connected graph upon which the routing
algorithm selects a shortest policy-compliant path. In con-
trast, the DTN routing problem amounts to a constrained
optimization problem where edges (i.e., routes) may be
unavailable for extended periods of time and a storage con-
straint exists at each node. This formulation reveals DTN
routing to be a considerably different and more challenging
problem [7].
Since routing is done using the Store-Carry-Forward

paradigm, the difference between routing protocols re-
lies on the forwarding part. When deciding if a message
should be relayed to another node, protocols can take into
consideration a broad range of criteria.

Traditional DTN Routing Protocols

These protocols implement the basic functionalities re-
quired for a DTN to operate.

Spray and Wait The Spray and Wait Protocol [8] uses
more than one copy of each message in the network. As
the name itself suggests, there are two different phases:
the Spray phase and the Wait phase. On the Spray phase,
the node that generates a message will forward L copies of
that message to the first nodes it encounters, L being a con-
figurable parameter. After that, the nodes enter the Wait
phase where they will only forward the message if they
find its destination. As this second phase is very straightfor-
ward, the original authors of this routing protocol defined
some heuristics that can improve the first one. One of the
proposed improvements is called Binary Spray and Wait
and tries to solve the issue of how the L copies are to be
spread initially. When a node encounters another, it for-
wards half of the remaining copies it has, switching to the
Wait phase when it is left with just one copy. This hybrid
system allows for a limited amount of copies to populate
the network, avoiding congestion while also improving the
delivery rates and delays [9] when compared to the other
protocols analyzed so far, with the exception of the Epi-
demic protocol in terms of the delay, since as mentioned
this protocol will always try to test the shortest available
path (provided it has enough memory), at the cost of a
very high congestion in the network that Spray and Wait
tries to avoid.

PRoPHET This protocol is called Probabilistic Routing
Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity
(PRoPHET) and is defined in [10]. It uses a probabilis-
tic metric called delivery probability which indicates how
likely it is that one node encounters another. To achieve
this, this metric is updated every time the nodes meet and if
two nodes do not meet for a while, the delivery probability
starts reducing. Although this approach of assuming that
nodes that have met often in the past will meet again in
the future is not perfect [11], it does improve the delivery
rates, network overhead and delays.

Geographical DTN Routing Protocols

Geographic routing has deep research background that
comes from the study of Vehicular Communications. This
can be used in the context of Delay Tolerant Networks as
they share some common aspects, such as the mobility of
the nodes which may follow a specific pattern, in the case
of public transports routes and work-home commutes, but
also may not follow such patterns, e.g. taxi movements.
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Greedy-DTN One of the most commonly used protocols
involves a greedy algorithm and gets its name from it:
Greedy-DTN. This is a single-copy protocol that prioritizes
forwarding packets to the node that is closest to the des-
tination at that time. It can be compared to a similar pro-
tocol used outside of the context of DTNs called Greedy
Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [12]. In this protocol,
nodes choose the neighbor geographically closest to the
packet’s destination for the next hop. However, similarities
end here since if the node cannot find a neighbor closer
to the destination than himself, while with GPSR the node
will decide to forward the packet to a less optimal (in the
greedy sense) neighbor, hoping it will be in range of a
node in those conditions, Greedy-DTN utilizes the nodes’
mobility, thus keeping the packet until either it finds the
destination or it comes in range of a node that is closer to
the packet’s destination.

Motion Vector Besides the nodes’ locations, some pro-
tocols also take into consideration the speed and direc-
tion of each node. The Motion Vector (MoVe) protocol
proposed in [13] takes this information into account, an-
alyzing the nodes’ trajectories and tries to predict which
one will move closer to the destination. Considering this
information alongside the nodes’ positions allows for better
delivery rates and smaller delays [14].

Social DTN Routing Protocols

Unlike the geographic protocols, where the location and
direction of movement are intrinsic properties of each node,
social properties need to be defined. Surveys [15], [16],
[17] and [18] have found that it is possible to enumerate
at least five important social characteristics that protocols
are based on: Community, Centrality, Similarity, Friendship
and Selfishness. This master’s thesis will focus on using
Community and Centrality to categorize social relations
between nodes.
A Community can be defined as a group of people living

in the same place or having a particular characteristic in
common [19]. In DTNs, instead of people we have nodes
that communicate with each other and may create links be-
tween them. This can be useful as members of a community
will have a higher chance of interacting with each other
than with strangers. In order to build these dynamic com-
munities several algorithms have been proposed, the most
common one being k-clique. This algorithm adds new links
to a node’s graph as it meets other nodes, i.e. adds them
to his community, if they interact for over a predefined
amount of time.
Centrality represents a measure of how important a

node is in a network. This importance can be categorized
in three different groups: degree centrality, betweenness
centrality and closeness centrality [20]. Degree centrality
is the simplest as it is tied to the number of links a node
has and can be calculated locally. Usually, nodes with the
highest number of links are the ones other nodes want to
deliver messages to, since they will most likely forward it to
either the destination or closer to it. Betweeness centrality
measures the degree to which a node is in a position of

brokerage by summing up the fraction of shortest paths
passing through it. Betweenness can be perceived as a mea-
sure of the load placed on a given node since it measures
how well a node can facilitate communication among oth-
ers [21]. Closeness centrality is defined as the total shortest
path distance from a given node to all other nodes. Close-
ness can be perceived as a measure of how long it will take
to spread information from a given node to all other nodes.

BubbleRap Protocol The BubbleRap Protocol, defined
in [22], combines the observed hierarchy of centrality of
nodes and observed community structure with explicit la-
bels, to decide on the best forwarding nodes and does so
based on Label and Rank algorithms. The Label algorithm
uses explicit labels to identify the communities they be-
long to, whereas the Rank algorithm forwards messages to
nodes with higher centrality than the current node. Each
of these two algorithms by themselves have some limita-
tions. The Label algorithm is not capable of forwarding
messages away from the source when the destination is so-
cially far away and the Rank algorithm, in which each node
does not have a view of global ranking, is not appropriate
for big scenarios, as small communities will be difficult
to reach [23]. This is the motivation BubbleRap’s authors
had to develop a new algorithm called BUBBLE. The first
phase of this algorithm is to bubble messages to nodes that
have a higher global rank until the message reaches a node
with the same label as the destination’s community. At this
point the algorithm enters its second phase, where global
ranking is not used anymore and instead messages are
relayed based on local ranks, until either they reach their
destination or expire.

dLife Protocol According to [24], the dLife Protocol was
developed to have a better picture of social structures and
to take into account the dynamics of users’ behaviour re-
sulting from their daily routines. This algorithm is able to
capture such dynamics of the network, represented by time-
evolving social ties between pairs of nodes as a weighted
contact graph, where the weights (i.e., social ties strength)
express how long a pair of nodes was in contact over dif-
ferent periods of time.
Based on [24], when a node wants to forward a message

using dLife and finds a node in a daily sample, the sender
will receive a list of all neighbours of that encountered
node and the weights to reach them. If the weight from
that node towards the destination is higher than the weight
from the sender to the same destination, the sender will
replicate the message. If not, the sender will receive the
importance of the encountered node. If that value is higher
than the sender’s importance, the message is replicated as
well [23].

FinalComm Protocol The FinalComm Protocol de-
scribed in [23] is a social-based routing protocol for DTNs
which heavily relies on information about each nodes’ com-
munities to relay messages. Using BubbleRap as a starting
point for development, the main concept is that nodes
should have a bigger vision of the network, even though
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that vision could not always be the most updated one. To
implement this, every time two nodes meet they exchange
each others’ communities (as that is their most updated
information) and then both nodes will look into the other
node’s storage to check if there is more recent informant
about existing communities.
To create these communities, this protocol brings some

changes when compared to BubbleRap: Node B belongs to
node A’s community if the total contact time between A
and B is superior or equal to a threshold (commfamiliar),
having in mind all the contact time with all other nodes in
the network that A has had.
By prioritizing nodes that belong to the same community

as the destination of a message, this protocol improves the
delivery rate while decreasing overhead, when compared
with the other social-based algorithms discussed earlier.

The ONE Simulator

The Opportunistic Networking Environment (ONE) Sim-
ulator, proposed in [25], is an agent-based discrete event
simulation engine developed in Java and designed in a
modular fashion. In it, the agents are called nodes, the
same as described in the previous sections, and they are
capable of simulating the store-carry-and-forward concept.
As it is open source and publicly available at [26], it allows
the integration of complementary functionalities developed
by any user.
To replicate an opportunistic network environment when

using The ONE, nodes have a set of configurable capabilities
to be able to cope with a realistic store-carry-and-forward
paradigm during simulation. These include the modeled
radio interfaces, persistent storage, movement and energy
consumption which in turn can be fine-tuned (e.g, storage
capacity) or through specialized modules (e.g, different
mobility models). When modeling inter-node contacts us-
ing various interfaces, since lower layers of communication
are not fully modelled, wireless link characteristics are
simplified: two nodes can communicate if they are within
a certain radio range and that communication will fol-
low a predefined data rate. These parameters can also be
tweaked by the user in order to better match the real world
characteristics of the simulation environment.
The ONE already has several modules with implemented

movement models. These consist in a set of algorithms
and rules and are used to describe the mobility of nodes.
By default, the map that is used is the one of the city of
Helsinki, in Finland. The most relevant models for the
proposed SocialGeoProtocol are Shortest Path Map-Based
Movement Movement (SPMBM), Route Map-Based Move-
ment (RMBM) andWorking Day Movement (WDM). Nodes
assigned the SPMBM model move randomly, with a seed
provided by the user. A node selects a destination and pro-
ceeds to follow the shortest path along the selected map
to reach it. By default, the map used is one of Helsinki’s
downtown. Upon reaching its destination, the node selects
another destination and the cycle repeats itself until the
simulation is finished. Nodes use pre-determined routes
to follow. This is used to simulate the movements of pub-
lic transports, such as trains and buses. The WDM model

is used by most of the nodes in this work. Each of these
nodes acts as a person with special features: each has a
randomly generated home and is assigned an office from
predefined list. Every "morning", each of these nodes has
a configurable chance of using its private vehicle to move
to its designated office. The other options include taking
public transport (bus or train) or by walking. The nodes
stay at the office for 8 hours, simulating a typical working
day, where they interact with their coworkers. After those
8 hours pass, every node has a configurable chance to visit
a social gathering place (e.g. shopping) before returning
to its home. This cycle repeats itself every 24 hours.

Social and Geographical Metrics
Evaluation

Merging Socially and Geographically Aware
Protocols

The starting points to develop the SocialGeoProtocol were
FinalComm as the Social protocol and Motion Vector
(MoVe) as the Geographical one. This choice was based
on the research over the literature which led to the conclu-
sion that combining Community and Centrality was a solid
approach to obtain social information of the nodes, while
on the geographic case the MoVe protocol was the one that
provided significant insight into the nodes’ geographical
properties but did not require an enormous amount of extra
storage space to achieve its goal.
Since both FinalComm and MoVe already use their own

data structures to store information relevant to their opera-
tion, the first step taken was to define a new data structure
that would encapsulate both data sets. On the FinalComm
side, for the protocol to work it needs to keep records of
the nodes’ community, the number of encounters with each
node and their duration. On the MoVe side, it requires the
last known position of other nodes in the network. All this
information was aggregated on a single data structure that
will be referred to as a dictionary.
To illustrate the operation of the SocialGeoProtocol, a

typical scenario is presented. All nodes can carry messages,
storing them in their buffer and nodes A and B are part of
a vast collection of DTN nodes in a network. As any two
nodes meet, the first action they perform is exchanging
their dictionaries, comparing each entry. If node A finds
an entry on node B’s dictionary that was obtained more
recently than the one it had previously stored, node B’s
information is considered more accurate and updates its
dictionary.
After exchanging information about the current status

of the network, nodes start looking through their message
queue. For each message m carried by node A, the first
check is to see if node B is this message’s destination, de-
livering if it is and moving on to the next message in the
queue. Provided that it is not, it then checks if B already
has m in its buffer as if B already received message m A
will not need to forward or replicate it. After these initial
checks, each metric under analysis is examined with its
specific algorithm.
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Centrality The Centrality metric takes into account
which node has a higher Centrality (i.e., has had contact
with more nodes in the whole network). Node A will trans-
fer message m to node B only if node B has a higher cen-
trality. As there are several ways to achieve this, the chosen
approach was to estimate the node’s centrality by maintain-
ing its degree (amount of unique past encounters). However,
computing this value for all time was proven challenging
and inefficient and as such, an alternative implementation
was used, based on Window Centrality, where simulation
time is divided in six hours periods called epochs. The
specific algorithm used is called Average Degree Central-
ity and it computes the average node degree by breaking
the entire past connection history into this series of time
windows, computing the nodes’ degree centrality in each
epoch and then calculating the average.

Community Every time a node encounters another, it
stores that information, along with the contact duration.
As time passes and nodes spend more time in range of
communication and encounter each other, a threshold is
surpassed and they are considered to be part of the same
community, as detailed in section ??. This is how nodes
become familiar with each other and was already imple-
mented and studied in great detail in [23], where the
optimal value for this familiar threshold was found. When
node A encounters node B, it checks if B is on the mes-
sage’s destination community and A is not, transferring
message m if that is the case. On the other hand, if A is on
message m destination’s community and B is not, A keeps
the message. Should both nodes be on the destination’s
community, further calculations need to be made and the
node that had more contacts with nodes in the destina-
tion’s community, meaning it beats the threshold to belong
to that community by a larger margin gets the message.
If, however, neither is on the destination’s community, the
node that is closer to meet the requirement to belong to
said community is the one that gets m.

Geographic For the geographic metrics, there are two
fundamental states for the nodes that established a con-
nection, as they can either be moving or static. If node A
is static and node B is moving, the algorithm checks if B
is moving away or closer to the destination, transferring
m if B is moving closer to the destination and keeping it
otherwise. If B is static and node A is moving, the same
logic applies with inverse consequences. In case both nodes
are moving, the algorithm performs additional calculations
to determine which one is moving closer to the destination
ofm and assigns the message to it. This is depicted in figure
2, which shows nodes A and B with their respective speed
vectors, vA and vB, and vectors from their own position to
the last known location of the message’s destination, AD
and BD. vA and vB represent the actual movement of each
node, accounting for their speed, while AD and BD rep-
resent the distance towards the destination. Using simple
trigonometry described in equation 1, it’s trivial to find
α. This angle determines how close to the destination’s
position each node is going. In this particular case, the

angle found for node B would be greater than 90º, which
means it is moving away from the destination, while α is
smaller than 90º, making node A the most suitable one to
keep message m. However, if both nodes were approaching
the destination, i.e. both angles smaller than 90º, further
calculation is performed combining two factors: how close
the nodes are to the destination and how close they will
come by the destination’s last known position.

α = arccos
〈vA,AD〉
‖vA‖.‖AD‖

(1)

Figure 2: Demonstration of the angleMove routine, used within
the geographic part of the SocialGeoProtocol

In order to combine these three algorithms, instead of
forwarding or keeping a message and moving on to the
next one in the buffer as soon as the first algorithm de-
cided to do so, that information was stored locally while all
the individual algorithms reached their conclusion. Once
all of them had a chance to provide a possible routing
decision, each result was combined in a formula, shown
in equation 2, and the result of that calculation was the
one that ultimately made the routing decision. In equa-
tion 2, commWeight, centrWeight and geoWeight are the
weights given to each metric and commF, centrF and geoF
represent, on a scale of 0 to 100, how much node B is a
good candidate to deliver message m according to each
individual metric and thus m should be forwarded to it.

metricsCombined = (commF × commWeight) + (centrF × centrWeight) + (geoF × geoWeight) (2)

Simulation Settings

A total of 223 nodes were created in The ONE Simulator,
divided into seven different groups: The first group was
the core of this study and was comprised of 150 nodes,
classified as pedestrians, with a walking speed of 0.5 to
1.5 m/s and moving according to the WDM model. The
specific settings this group’s movement model were as fol-
lows: there were a total number of thirty offices and ten
meeting locations. After the simulated work day, each node
had a 50% chance of visiting one of these locations before
returning to its assigned home. The second group had 50
nodes that represented cars, moving with a speed of 2.7 to
13.9 m/s according to the Shortest Path Map-Based Move-
ment Model. The third group had two buses, moving at a
speed of 7 to 10 m/s, following a predefined route. Groups
number four, five and six represented two trams each, for a
total of six trams, where each group had a predetermined
route and moved at the same speed as the buses. Finally,
the seventh group had 15 pedestrians which also moved at
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a speed of 0.5 to 1.5 m/s but followed the Shortest Path
Map-Based Movement Model.
All the nodes used the same transmission interface, with

a constant speed of 250 kbps and a communication range of
10 meters. Additionally, the train groups (numbers 4, 5 and
6) have another transmission interface, representing a high
speed WiFi interface, with a constant speed of 10 Mbps
and a communication range of 10 meters. Although in a
real world scenario the transmission range is not constant
due to attenuation caused by obstacles, the value of 10
meters was defined as an approximation to account for
such situations. All nodes have a buffer size of 5 MB, except
for buses and trains (groups 3 through 6) which have a
buffer size of 50MB.
To generate messages, the Message Event Generator

included in The ONE was used. A new message with a size
of 250 kB and a Time to Live (TTL) parameter of 1440
minutes was created every 30 seconds. This value for the
TTL of 24 hours allows the message to persist for a full day
cycle unless it is discarded. The simulator then chooses
the source and destination of messages using a random
number generator derived from the nodes’ group prefix.
Finally, the simulations ran for 610 000 seconds, which
corresponds to approximately 7 days.

Initial Tests

The first tests were made using the weights in equation 2 as
a way to run the protocol using only parts of the algorithm.
This was accomplished by setting the values for the weights
as shown in table 1 and running five simulations with five
different seeds for each weight combination. In all cases, a
95% confidence interval is presented. The other columns
in this table show the simulation results, with the average
value for the delivery rate, network overhead, latency in
seconds and hopcount, under the described circumstances.
The most relevant output of these tests was the delivery
ratio, as the goal here was to identify the most promising
approach to efficiently merge all the metrics by analyzing
how well they performed when considering only message
delivery.

Test
number

comm
Weight

centr
Weight

geo
Weight Delivery rate Overhead Avg Latency [s] Avg Hopcount

1 1 1 1 51.4% ± 2.16 531 ± 33 18472 ± 881 5.82 ± 0.08
2 1 0 0 65.5% ± 2.80 286 ± 22 16190 ± 799 5.16 ± 0.06
3 0 1 0 42.3% ± 1.67 328 ± 22 15631 ± 958 5.66 ± 0.06
4 0 0 1 52.4% ± 1.88 566 ± 39 13790 ± 633 6.47 ± 0.04
5 1 1 0 59.4% ± 1.92 291 ± 22 16157 ± 506 5.11 ± 0.05
6 0 1 1 50.3% ± 1.69 504 ± 46 17904 ± 545 5.76 ± 0.05
7 1 0 1 57.1% ± 1.83 350 ± 31 14284 ± 985 5.42 ± 0.06
8 2 1 1 62.3% ± 1.11 271 ± 36 17039 ± 1274 4.99 ± 0.04
9 1 2 1 38.9% ± 2.68 338 ± 30 15658 ± 1033 5.43 ± 0.06
10 1 1 2 55.8% ± 2.43 556 ± 35 13874 ± 519 6.81 ± 0.04

Table 1: Initial tests designed to assert the performance of each
metric when using them with a standalone approach and com-
bined with others

The results of these initial tests revealed that these met-
rics could not simply be combined linearly to obtain a
better delivery ratio, thus requiring further refinement.
However, the knowledge of how each individual metric
impacts the delivery rate will be useful in the next section,
as the protocol is improved and more tests are performed.

Social-Geographic Routing Protocol

Cascading the metrics

The results of the initial tests showed that a linear combi-
nation of the metrics did not prove to be the most useful.
Therefore, equation 2 was disregarded and a new iteration
of the protocol was designed by cascading the metrics.
At this stage, the main change to the algorithm is that

it no longer evaluated all the metrics one by one, storing
each output and combining them in the end to achieve the
routing decision. Instead, if the decision was to forward a
message to the node that established a connection, the mes-
sages were transmitted as soon as that decision was made
and the node moved on to the next message in its queue.
The order in which the algorithm evaluates each metric was
defined based on the simulation results obtained earlier.
Since the community metric was the one that performed
better when considered alone, it was selected to be the first
to be analyzed, followed by the geographical one and only
then by the centrality metric.
To test this new version of the SocialGeoProtocol, the

simulation settings remained the same as before, with a
few exceptions: The number of nodes belonging to the
first group, which act as pedestrians and use the WDM
model, was changed, as well as the number of offices and
the number of meeting spots. The goal was to provide
a wide range of scenarios where the nodes could move
between their home, office and meeting spots and analyze
the impact these settings had on the overall performance
of the protocol. In particular, the number of nodes in group
1 oscillated between 150 and 950, the number of offices
oscillated between 30 and 60 and the number of meeting
locations was set to 5, 10 or 20. The combination of these
values is presented in table 2.

Test
number

#meet
spots #offices #nodes Delivery Rate Overhead Avg Latency [s] Avg Hopcount

1 5 30 150 69.1% ± 1.4 197 ± 23 40677 ± 1859 4.28 ± 0.03
2 5 60 150 71.5% ± 1.4 169 ± 22 40923 ± 1878 4.18 ± 0.03
3 5 30 950 65.8% ± 2.3 172 ± 26 11998 ± 706 3.32 ± 0.08
4 5 60 950 64.2% ± 0.9 160 ± 20 11848 ± 1106 3.76 ± 0.03
5 10 30 150 63.3% ± 2.1 149 ± 25 38451 ± 1180 3.89 ± 0.02
6 10 60 150 63.1% ± 1.9 157 ± 29 40539 ± 1850 4.03 ± 0.03
7 10 30 950 61.4% ± 1.7 151 ± 25 10745 ± 1134 3.27 ± 0.04
8 10 60 950 62.7% ± 1.3 146 ± 31 11084 ± 1578 3.01 ± 0.03
9 20 30 150 61.7% ± 1.5 114 ± 24 37351 ± 1452 2.47 ± 0.04
10 20 60 150 59.3% ± 2.3 118 ± 27 38655 ± 1194 2.94 ± 0.04
11 20 30 950 63.4% ± 1.7 105 ± 29 11150 ± 1668 2.39 ± 0.02
12 20 60 950 58.8% ± 1.8 104 ± 27 11240 ± 1095 2.79 ± 0.03

Table 2: Tests using the cascading metrics on scenarios with
different number of WDM nodes, meeting locations and offices.

Even though the results obtained were still not enough
to consider the SocialGeoProtocol a good solution for the
socially and geographical aware routing algorithm, there
are still some conclusions that can be drawn. The amount of
meeting spots was the parameter that had the most impact
in the test results in this section. Higher values for this
setting meant less network overhead, a smaller average
hopcount and a smaller delivery rate. The smaller delivery
rate can be explained as nodes have more options of places
to visit after work, making it harder to find good candidates
to deliver messages as all nodes are more scattered. As for
the overhead and average hopcount, bearing in mind that
nodes spend their working days inside an office creating
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and consolidating a community, when they meet nodes
from other communities in the meeting spots, a message is
only relayed a small amount of times. This happens because
nodes in the same community are very likely to all have a
high community metric, not relaying the message to other
nodes in the same community and delivering it directly to
the destination. The average latency was severely impacted
by the number of nodes in the network, as it is natural that a
sparser network (150 nodes) has a lower contact frequency,
resulting in a higher delay when compared with a denser
network (950 nodes).

Initial Spray phase

The addition of an initial spray phase had already proven
to increase the performance of the geographical protocol
described in [27]. The goal behind it was to increase the
number of copies of the same message in the network so
it would reach an increased number of nodes in the spray
phase and, as the Wait phase began, apply the socially and
geographically aware algorithms as described earlier. By
defining a value of 6 for the L parameter, there would be
six nodes carrying a copy of a message m, thus making it
more likely that at least one of them would move closer to
the destination or to find another node that belongs to the
message’s destination community.
To test this hypothesis, the simulation settings used were

the same as described in the previous section, except for
the number of meeting spots, which was set to 5 and 20, as
displayed in table 3 along with the other relevant settings.

Test
number

#meet
spots #offices #nodes Delivery Rate Overhead Avg Latency Avg Hopcount

1 5 30 150 70.37% ± 1.62 419.5 ± 29.6 41838 ± 1878 4.79 ± 0.04
2 5 60 150 69.36% ± 1.32 341.1 ± 33.9 40937 ± 1577 4.61 ± 0.03
3 5 30 950 66.4% ± 2.39 323.7 ± 29.1 12345 ± 675 3.86 ± 0.07
4 5 60 950 64.27% ± 1.44 319.7 ± 34.3 11940 ± 1153 4.63 ± 0.03
5 20 30 150 64.12% ± 1.94 218.7 ± 17.9 37848 ± 1810 2.86 ± 0.04
6 20 60 150 62.58% ± 1.97 220.1 ± 29 38710 ± 1685 3.79 ± 0.03
7 20 30 950 61.37% ± 2.42 206.8 ± 37.2 11627 ± 1906 3.08 ± 0.03
8 20 60 950 64.06% ± 1.76 228.7 ± 31.6 11682 ± 1214 3.27 ± 0.02

Table 3: Tests using the initial spray phase on scenarios with
different number of WDM nodes, meeting locations and offices.

The outcome of these tests showed that adding the initial
spray phase did not improve the protocol’s performance
significantly. A closer analysis on the results found in table
3 highlights the marginally better delivery ratios, while
the network overhead increased to much higher values. A
possible explanation relies on the core functionality be-
hind the spray phase. While carrying more than one copy
of a message, a node will forward half of the remaining
copies of that message to any node it encounters. Since
nodes have to spend eight hours inside an office, as soon
as a message is created and the nodes are in this environ-
ment, copies of the message are quickly spread through
the network. However, messages only leave the office area
when the working day ends. This causes the spray phase
to only disseminate copies of the message inside the same
community.

Conclusions and Future Work

This master’s thesis started with the premise that both
Socially and Geographically Aware DTN Routing Protocols
perform better than traditional ones and thus there could
be a way of combining both these concepts in order to
achieve even better results. Even though the simulation
results obtained may indicate that this combination does
not fulfill the initial goal, further research can be done,
using the results obtained here as a new starting point.
Moving away from a linear combination of the metrics

and cascading them started to improve the protocol’s per-
formance. For future work, it would bring evenmore insight
to change the order in which the metrics were evaluated,
while keeping track of how many times each one is used.
Another aspect of the SocialGeoProtocol was the addition
of an initial spray phase. This was done based on previous
research where such addition improved the geographical
protocol MoVe. An improvement with direct impact on this
part of the protocol would be to make the spray phase
more selective. Instead of replicating a message to the first
nodes encountered, making it so that a node only sprays a
message to nodes not in its community or when it is away
from the original location where the message was created.
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